AVIO INTERNATIONAL GROUP HOLDING S.A.
EAB Air Show 2014, 28-31 Agosto – MARINGÀ (Paranà BR)

REPORT

From August 28 to 31, Avio International Group Holding S.A. attended the EAB Air Show 2014
in Maringà (Parana-BR) officially presenting the project of installation of the new plant for the
production of the helicopter SK-1 Twinpower and the aircraft F22 Pinguino (PROJECT AVIO
BRASIL).
In the first instance, the participation to the exhibition had multiple purposes, all addressed
to the maximization of the effort to the involvement of new investors in the PROJECT AVIO
BRASIL. And also for the final stabilization of the relations with local authorities (civil and
military). Not to mention the look exquisitely tied to marketing, to increase sales potential of
the helicopter SK-1 and aircraft F22.
In particular the effort, also economic, for the preparation of the stand, the meticulous
preparation of the documentation (Business Plan, Operating Plan, maps, simulations) and of
the materials presented (two helicopters SK-1, the new engine RAP), the involvement of
important personalities of the political and economic Brazilian sector, the contacts with
institutional and military representatives, have enabled us to achieve the following results:
1. Strengthening links with politicians who promoted the Project, confirming that Avio
International intends to continue on the way undertaken and willing to expose itself as first
person. In this sense, the participation to the international exhibition was strongly urged by
Carlos Alberto Richa (Governor of the State of Paraná), Ricardo Barros (MP Senator and
former Secretary of Industry and Trade of the State of Paraná and Mercosul), Roberto Pupin
(Mayor of Maringà), Franco Moreira (current Brazilian Minister of Civil Aviation) and
Commander Decio Correa (patron organizer of the Air Show), who were able to demonstrate
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to the electorate as the transfer of EAB Air Show in Maringà is needed to guide the
development of an aeronautical pole in Parana. Aeronautical pole for which Avio Brasil is the
main representative.
These representatives of national and local politics have actively participated in the works,
assiduously attending our stand and being photographed by the press inside our helicopters.

Decio Correa, Ozires Silva, Pupin and Camargo
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2. Obtain certainty in relation to the allocation of a site inside the airport at favorable
conditions. During the Air Show, Roberto Pupin, mayor of Maringà, has publicly stated that
the procedures for expropriation of areas intended for aeronautical pole were initiated and
proceed quickly, as well as the preparation for the execution of infrastructure works planned.
The combination of these statements and the renewed proposition in front of local and
national media to the full support to Avio Brasil project, reassuring about a quick conclusion to
the assignment of the area at particularly favorable conditions and in accordance with the
Memorandum of Understanding signed between Avio International, the state of Parana and
the prefecture of Maringà

Luigino Fiocco and Carlos Roberto Pupin
3. Stabilize relations with the military authorities. The contacts developed with the Brazilian
Air Force senior leaders needed a explicit demonstration of the product that the EAB Air Show
has allowed us to provide. For some time, both military leaders that the senior officers
involved in the technical evaluations, had requested an official presentation of the Avio Brasil
products, in particular with regard to the new engine, a true technological gem which
establishes an unbridgeable difference (at present) with the competitors.
The participation to the Air Show has allowed us to fill that gap and visits (which has long
agreed) have been particularly fruitful.
It should be noted that the influence of the Army within the federal state is particularly
poignant (from this point of view the conditions in Europe are fundamentally different),
especially in the field of aeronautics. The presentation of the projects helicopter SK-1
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Twinpower and aircraft F22 Pinguino has been an essential step for the intensification of the
debate on the development of contracts with the Air Force.

4. Develop contacts with potential investors. Regarding finding investors to support Avio
Brasil project, the EAB Air Show had the aim to capture the attention of the contacts already
developed and lead to a direct knowledge of Avio Brasil project to the new contacts mediated
by politicians who have embraced the project of Maringà (for different reasons and with
different purposes: Richa, Barros, Pupin).

Ricardo Barros and his daughter
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5. Develop the image of the Company in Brazil. Although not of primary importance, it was
necessary to remedy the effects of some recent events regarding print/internet campaigns
against Avio International. The participation at the Air Show was essential to show that the
company has nothing to hide, nothing to be ashamed and who acts in the light of the sun in
order to achieve social goals like any other company. That the decision to participate at the
EAB Air Show has been successful is shown by the response of the media, by the substantial
absence of criticism and by the fact that important public figures have not hesitated to attend
our stand, to stand on our exposed helicopter without shirk photos of journalists and
televisions.

6. Increase Marketing activity. Last but not least, the need to maintain a reasonable level of
participation in international fairs, which allow contact with potential customers through the
virtual portals.

Press conference
Roberto Pupin and Franco Moreira

Luigino Fiocco and Roberto Pupin

7. Establishing a relationship of trust and cooperation with Ozires Silva. Founder and first
president of EMBRAER (aeronautic industry giant in Brazil and worldwide), already president of
PETROBRAS, is an emblematic and representative figure at federal level with regard to the
choices of Brazil in the aviation field (he is considered the noble father of Brazilian aviation
industry). Ozires Silva has expressed his willingness to collaborate with our company, even at a
formal level, for example by covering some representative role.
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Luigino Fiocco, Ozires Silva and Decio Correa

Luigino Fiocco and Ivan Viana Da Costa (President of Avio Brasil)
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